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Astronomical elements and 

planetary models 

Is it not wonderful in any case, that the most modern and 
accurate parameters help us to discover and appreciate better 
than ever before the very accurate Indian observations made 
nearly 1500 years ago ? 

- R.Mercier (p 102) 
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In any event, there is probably no better place to study 
comparative science than in Oriental Astronomy. Nevertheless, the 
field poses formidable problems, foremost being the variety of 
languages involved. It does no good simply to know Chinese and no 
other language. We need Chinese scholars who know Sanskrit, 
Arabic scholars who read Chinese, Indian scholars who command 
Greek, and so on. 

- O.Gingerich (p.271*) 
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3.1 REVISION OF YUGAS AND YUGA-CONSTANTS IN INDIAN ASTRONOMY 

K.V. Sarma, 
Adayar Library and Research Centre, Madras-20, 
India. 

Among the historians of Indian astronomy, John Bentley seems to be first 
to stress, nearly two hundred years ago, that yuga and kalpa, which 
form the basic time-divisions used for traditional astronomical 
computations in India, are not historical but astronomically 
interpolated. Bentley says that a division of time simply into the four 
yugas, viz. Krta, Treta, Dwapara and Kali, was introduced in 204 B.C. 
"It appears," as Bentley surmises, "that at, or about this period (204 
B.C.), improvements were made in astronomy; new and more accurate tables 
of the planetary motions and positions were found, and equations 
introduced. Beside these improvements, the Hindu history was divided 
into periods, for chronological purposes. ...The period immediately 
preceding the inventor was called the first, or Kali yuga; the 
secojid or next, was called the Dwapara Yuga; the third was called the 
Treta Yuga ; and the fourth, or furthest back from the author, was 
called Krta Yuga and with which the creation began. The end of the 
first period, called Kali was fixed by a conjunction of the Sun, Moon 
and Jupiter, in the beginning of Cancer, on the 26th June 299 B.C. This 
was called the Satya Yuga, or true conjunction, and is the radical 
point from which the calculation proceeds" (Bentley 1823, p.61-62). 

Bentley then asserts that the kalpa division of time was introduced in 
A.D. 538, and adduces a fantastic reason for the innovation. About the 
epoch commencing with A.D.538, he says: "This epoch is one of greatest 
importance, ... as it was now that means were adopted by the Brahmins 
for completely doing away their ancient history and introducing the 
periods now in use; by which they threw back creation to the immense 
distance of 1,97,29,47,101 years before Christian era, with a view, 
no doubt, to arrogate to themselves that they were the most ancient 
people on the face of the earth. 

"The various means or contrivances that were adopted for this purpose 
will now be explained:- In the first place, they made choice of a period 
of 4,32,00,00,000 years, which they called the Kalpa. This period they 
divided and subdivided into lesser periods, which, the better to answer 
their purpose, they called by the same names of the periods of the two 
former divisions of the Hindu history were designated, (viz. Krta, 
Treta, Dwapara and Kali), in order that they might be conceived to be 
the same". Bentley continues: "Matters thus far settled, the next step 
was to ascertain by computation, a point of time from which the 
calculation of the length of the year and the mean motions of the 
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planets should proceed in order to determine the number of revolutions 
in each Kalpa, preparatory to their application to astronomical 
purposes. The only point of time they could find to answer this purpose 
was the 18th February, in the year 1612 of the Julian period, and this 
point they made the commencement of the Kali Yuga, of the 28th Maha 
Yuga, of the seventh Manwantara" (Bentley 1823, p.69-71). 

Bentley proceeds to state: "The point of time thus fixed on was found by 
computation made backwards, which showed that the planets were 
approximating to a mean conjunction in the beginning of the sidereal 
sphere commencing with the Lunar asterism Aswini, on which account it 
was made choice as the point to proceed from, for, had the approximation 
of the planets been in any other part of the heavens, it would not have 
answered their purpose; because their object was to assume the sun, moon 
and all the planets to be then in a line of mean conjunction in the 
beginning of Aswini, or the sidereal sphere, in order that from that 
assumption, as if it had been an actual observation, they might 
determine the length of the year and mean motions of planets, 
sufficiently near the truth to answer their purpose"(Bentley 1823, 
p.71-72). 

Bentley's prejudices and insinuations apart, and also his way of putting 
the cart before the horse by proposing that the length of the kalpas 
and yugas was decided upon first and then only a particular date in 
the first year of kalpa or yuga was sought for answering certain 
specifications, instead of the other way, his line of argument would be 
clear from the above. 

Roger Billard(1971, p.222), in his recent work, L'astronomie indienne, 
and also elesewhere, ascribes the introduction of the current concept of 
the four yugas to Aryabhata (born A.D. 476). Billard says: "Not only did 
Aryabhata construct yuga upon such beautiful reductions of 
observations, but I must add that almost certainly the great astronomer 
is also responsible for the very introduction of the yuga speculation 
into mathematical astronomy. 

Prof. T.S. Kuppanna Sastry observes on this point: "All scholars agree 
that the mean sun and moon are at the zero point of AsvinI at the 
above-mentioned Kali epoch. Excepting school No(3), the others are also 
agreed that the mean planets too are at that point at the Epoch and that 
the moon's apogee is 90 and the node 180 from that. What are we to 
understand from this? Are we to think that at such an ancient date as 
17/18 February, 3102 B.C. the Hindu astronomers gave this result as got 
from their observation? Or, was this point of time fixed by some later 
astronomers as a convenient epoch for starting their calculations? The 
former alternative cannot be accepted, because the mean sun, moon and 
planets were not the same but differed widely from one another, nor were 
they at zero AsvinI as calculated by modern astronomy for that epoch. 
Scholars like Bentley first conceived this idea of verification by 
calculation. Bentley showed that starting from the epoch and working by 
each siddhanta, the error gradually became less and less, until at the 
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time of the later siddhantas, the error became a minimum, as must be 
expected. Thus, he proved that the second alternative was the correct 
one, and that the Kali era starting from this epoch was an extrapolated 
era founded by astronomical siddhantins" (Sastry 1974, p.34). 

With regard to original Sanskrit texts, normally one cannot expect them 
to go into the rationale or the justification or otherwise of the tradi
tionally accepted concepts of kalpa and yuga. It has however been 
possible to identify a few texts which categorically state about these 
concepts being of an interpolated nature. For instance,the Kerala 
astronomer Putumana Somayaji, mentioning the different yuga divisions 
adopted by different schools, asserts that these yuga-measures have been 
conceived only as a means of computation to arrive at correct results. 
Thus, he states: 

Kalpadinam pramanam tu. bahudha kalpyate budhaih/ 
upeyasyaiva niyamo nopayasyeti yat tatah// 

(Karana Paddhati,' 5.15) 

He then proceeds to recount the different schools; 

Kalpe yugani sahasram usanti kecit 
tatraikasaptati yugani prthah manunam / 
adyantayos ca vivare ca tathaiva tesham 
syuh sandhayo yugadasamsacatushkatulyah //16// 
manavo'tha_ caturdasaiva kalpe 
'prthu'tulyani_yugani caiva tesham / 
triyugani gatani srshtitah prak 
paratah syuh pralayat tathahur anye //l 7// 
yugasya_dasamo_bhago 'bho-ga-pri-ya'hatah kramat / 
krtadinam pramanam tu syat pakshayor anayoh dvayoh //18// 
k'alpe'smin saptamasyasya vaivasyatamanor yuge / 
ashtavimse Kalih sarvair vartamana iha smrtah //19// 

About Aryabhata's concept of the yuga, which i s different from the 
above, our author says: 

krtajtreta-dvaparakhyah kalis caite yugahghrayah / 
yuganghrayas tu kaple 'smin 'dhigaditya'mita gaiah. // 

(Karana Paddhati 1.7) 

"The measures of kalpa e t c . have been conceived by the (ancient) 
authori t ies differently, for, i t i s only the resul t that counts, not the 
means {Karana Paddhati , 5.15). 

"Some (like the Suryasiddhanta, Bhaskara I I e tc . ) take the number of 
yugas in a kalpa to be 1000. Each of the 14 manu periods would have 71 
yugas; between the beginning and end of each of the 14 yugas, there 
are (in a l l , fifteen) contact periods, each equal to four-tenths of a 
yuga."(16) 
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"Still others say that the number of manu periods in a kalpa is only 
14, each having 71 yugas, but that 3 yugas have passed by before 
Creation and 3 yugas will occur only after Dissolution".(17) 

"According to the above two views, the measure of the Krta, (Treta, 
Dvapara and Kali yugas) are in the proporation of 4, 3, 2, and 1 tenth 
parts of the (catur-yuga)".(18) 

"All agree that today, the current yuga is Kali in the 28th 
(catur-)yuga of the 7th manu (viz Vaivasvata-manu) in the present 
kalpa." (19) 

"(According to Aryabhata), (the measures of) each of the four yugas, 
Krta, Treta, Dwlpra and Kali (are equal,being) one-fourth of the 
(catur-)yuga. In the current kalpa, 1839 quarter-yugas are gone! 
(Karana Paddhati, 1.7)"1. 

Whatever be the yuga-concept adopted, astronomers stress that the 
computed result should accord with observation. Thusi another Kerala 
astronomer, Paramesvara (1380-1460) states, in his Suryasiddhan-
tavivarana,(Shukla 1957, p.21), under 1.66: 

grahanam atra siddhanam drgbhedo drsyate 'dhuna / 
drgbhedahetuh ko'trasyad asmabhir iti cintyate //J// 
avyavastha tu khetanam bhukter eva hi yujyate / 
saighryam mandyam tatha kalpyam kramadeva gates tatah //2// 
kalato gatibhedac ca siddhanta bahudha krtah / 
Brahmadyair ity atah siddham bheo 'tas teshu yujyate //3// 
tattatkale gativasad anumanena kalpitah / 
bhaganas tair nijanije siddhante siddham ity api //4// 
drsyamano 'dhuna_tesham drgbhedah srsh$ikalatah/ 
urdhvakalena sanjata iti kalpyam budhair atah'//S// 

"There is found difference between the (longitudes of) planets as 
computed and as observed at present. I am discussing as to what could be 
the cause of the said difference in the observed positions."(1) 

"Variation in the planets can be assigned only with regard to their 
rates of motion. Hence, increased fastness or slowness, as the case may 
be, shall have to be presumed in the rates of motion of the planets."(2) 

"It is, therefore, only proper that a number of siddhanta texts have 
been produced by Brahma and others on account of their differences (from 
one another) in the matter of the time (of their production) and the 
then rates of motion of the planets."(3) 

"Hence it is also proper that the number of yuga-revolutions are 
determined through deduction from the rates of motion at specific times, 
for the different siddhantas ."(4) 
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"It, again, stands to reason to ascribe the differences that are now 
observed in the planetary positions to their having developed 
differences in their rates of motion during the passage of time from 
creation to the present time."(5) 

In the verses following, this author has worked out the actual positions 
of the planets that would have been occupied by them at the beginning of 
Kali, on the basis of the current rates of their motion and has given 
the results as zero corrections to Kali beginning. 

Another astronomer who has expressed similar views is Sahkara Variyar 
(1500-60), who, in his commentary Yuktidipika(Sarma 1977, p.73) on the 
Tantrasahgraha of Nllakantha Somayaji, 1.35, states: 

kalyadu na niramsatvam bhaganader dyucarinam / 
gatibhedat tu drksiddhas tatraisham syur dhruvas tatah// 

"At zero Kali, the revolutions etc. of the planets cannot (be taken to) 
commence from their zero positions, on account of the (subsequent) 
change of their velocities. Therefore, zero corrections should be set 
for them as calculated from their currently observed positions." 

In his Karanapaddhati, Putumana Somayaji not only states the necessity 
of revising, suitably, the yuga-revolutions and other constants, but 
sets out the methods therefor: 

grahana-grahayogadyair ye grahah suparikshitah / 
drksamas tatsamah kalpe kalpya va bhqanadayah //5.1// 
p'arikshitasya khetasya tantranitasya cantaram / 
liptikrtyarkabhagnaih kalpoktais ca samahatam //2// 
tantrqnirmanakalasya parikshasamayasya ca / 
antaralagatair abdaj rasicakrakalahataih //3// 
hrtva'ptam tantranitasya grahasyalpadhikatvatah / 
s'varnam tat kalpabhagane kuryan naisha vidhi raveh //4// 

"(The number of) planetary revolutions (taken to constitute) a kalpa 
(according to the siddhanta taken up for consideration) should be 
revised (periodically) so that eclipses and planetary conjunctions 
computed using those numbers would accord with observation."(1) 

"( Towards effecting such revision) take the difference between the true 
positions of a planet as observed (in the sky) and as computed using the 
number of revolutions (enunciated in the siddhanta) and reduce the 
difference to minutes. Multiply this by the Sun's kalpa revolutions 
and divide by the number of years between the time of the composition of 
the siddhanta (or other text) at which time it is to be presumed that 
the computation accorded with observation). Reduce the quotient (which 
would be in full cycles) to minutes by multiplying it by 21,600,(being 
the number or minutes contained in a circle)".(2-3) 

"The result (which is the correction in terms of revolutions) is to be 
added to or subtracted from the number of the (currently accepted) 
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kalpa revolutions (enunciated in the siddhanta or text) according as 
the true planet determined by computation is less or more (than the 
observed true planet). This mode of correction is not to be applied to 
revise the Sun's revolutions (since the basis itself of the correction 
is the Sun's revolutions ). (4) The above discussion is a pointer also to 
the fact that astronomical science in India had not remained stagnant 
and static as is generally supposed and often alleged. It had been 
evolving, in a particular manner, continually in different spheres and 
at different levels. 

NOTES 
1 1839 quarter-yugas would amount to 6 manus, 27 full 

yugas and 3 quarter-yugas, the quarter-yuga current 
today being of Kali yuga in the 28th manu period, in 
consonance with the other schools. There is still another 
school followed by Saura-Siddhanta of the 
Pancasiddhantika of Varahamihira, followed 
also by the Midnight system of Aryabhata and the 
Khandakhadyaka of Brahmagupta. 
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/ would like to point out that we must be perfectly clear 
that the driving motive behind the incessant Chinese observations 
of the sky phenomena was purely astrological in nature. What was 
paramount was the ability to know in advance important events 
bearing upon the immediate future of the ruling imperial family. 

- Teboul ( p . 2 6 0 ) 
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